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Client Search Tip Sheet 
 
Why the need for a Tip Sheet? 

 
Multiple duplicate Client IDs have been created resulting in a high number of OIT merge 

requests. Having duplicates IDs is problematic for a variety of reasons; most importantly, 

workers can be making important or critical decisions based on wrong information if duplicate 

IDs exist; problems with Medicaid, etc. The duplicate client id merge tickets are backlogged 

and are increasing in volume. The resources that resolve duplicates are decreasing and time 

to complete each one is increasing. This tip sheet is to be reviewed to understand Client 

Search in Trails Legacy and Trails Modernization. 

 

What is a Client Search? 
 
Client Search is to be used to search for existing clients before adding them to a record (i.e. 
in a referral assessment, case, provider). A client search must be performed prior to adding a 
new client to prevent duplicates. A duplicate ID is when more than one Client ID exists for the 
same individual. 

 

Important Note: Always do a thorough search before creating a new Client 
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Steps to Search for a Client in Trails Modernization 
 
Step 1.Click the Search menu item. 

 

 
 
Step 2.  Click the Client Search or Provider Search menu item 

 

Step 3. Use the fields in the search section to help locate a specific client - you must add at 

least one search criteria. As an example, you could search using the name fields 
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Do’s for searching for a Client 

 
● Search using First Name, Last Name 

● Maiden name – Use to search if “married’ name is known, search for maiden names 

when appropriate 

● Dual Last names – Search individually, reversed, and together 

● Hyphenated last names - Smith-Jones 

● Nicknames – For example, Katherine can be listed as Kate, Katie or Kathy. (Use of Kat 

acceptable as well) 

● Use Legacy and Mod to search for clients 

● Alias functionality - Search using alias if known 

● Add gender, or ethnicity 

● Add other elements if absent (i.e. first name field) 

● If searching for a provider, use Trails Modernization 

Note: Searching for names in Trails Modernization Best Practice 

● Trails Modernization will automatically search and retain first and last names that 

contain the text that you enter (example - if you enter “Rob” as the first name, Trails 

Modernization will return names such as Robert, Roberta, Roberto in addition to those 

with the name of Rob. 

● The structure of your search is critical to minimizing duplicates. The best 

recommendation is to look at a name and determine where the spelling can change or 

there can be different versions that name and stop your search at that letter 

● For instance a caller is reporting that the Clients name is Zachary Gonzales 

- We need to break apart first and last name and where these can be spelled 

different and search accordingly. 

- For the first name Zachary, this can have a variety of different spellings such as 

Zach, Zack, Zackery, Zackary, etc. 

- When we look at this name, we notice the spellings start to change when we 

get to the letter C in Zac… there is we are doing a comprehensive search and 

not limiting our results, we would only search for the name of Zac and Trails 

will automatically search for all those permutations of this name after the 

letter C. 

- For the last name of Gonzales, it is commonly spelled with an S or Z at the end 

of the name therefore we would search for the last name of “Gonzale” and 

would allow for either letter at the end of the name. 

- The correct search terms for the correct/most comprehensive search for the 

name of Zachary Gonzales would be Zac as the first name and Gonzale as the 

last name. 

- This is just one example to illustrate how Trails searches but when searching 

for names, both first and last you must think about where spelling could change 
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and stop there with your search. This will make the results more 

comprehensive and will minimize the duplication of Clients. 

- You are better off with searching Date of Birth which will ensure you identify 

the client if the DOB has not been entered or entered incorrectly. 

- Only if your search returns too many results, should you search with the DOB 

- Always perform a search with soundex off first. If a match is not found, then 

perform a search with soundex on. 

 
 

The screen-shot below, shows an example of a client search performed in Trails mod within a 

Referral.  Some key elements of the search are outlined below: 
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Step 5. Click the Search button once you have entered the information needed to search a 

Client 
 

Step 6. View your results. The results of a search are limited to 500 results. 

 
Note, the system is inclusive and is not exact. If you only use one letter like J, the system will 
provide results that include the letter J. 

 
If you think you have found the correct client, you can highlight/click the Client first and then 
additional information about that client will appear below that will help you determine if this 
is the correct Client. This information includes: 

● Relationships 
● Addresses 
● Phone Numbers 
● Prior Referrals/Assessments including the Clients involved 
● Prior Cases including the Clients involved 
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• It is critical to review EACH of the potential matches to determine if any are the correct client 

BEFORE clicking "Create New Client" 

• When you highlight a client in search results, additional information appears in the tabs below 

to help determine whether this is the correct client. This information can be reviewed by 

clicking on each tab as shown above.  The following tabs should always be reviewed: 

o Relations 

o Addresses 

o Phone 

o CW Referral/Assessment 

o Cases 

• If an existing match is found, highlight the client and click Use Selected Client – this will prevent 

a duplicate from being created. 
 

 

• If after reviewing all potential matches and performing the tips recommended on the previous 

page to ensure your search is comprehensive, click Create New Client and a new client will be 

created in Trails. 
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Steps to Search for a Client in Trails Legacy 
 
Step 1. Navigate to the Client Search in Trails Legacy 
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Step 2. Use the fields in the search section to help locate a specific client 
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Step 3. Click the Search Trails button once you have entered the information needed to 

search a Client 
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Note: Never end your search process if you initially get “No Matches”. Continue to broaden 

your search to make sure you have looked at all possibilities. 
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Step 4. Select an existing client or choose to create a new client pending your results. 
 

 

Note: The screen-shot below, shows an example of a Creating a new Client screen in Trails 

Legacy 
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Search Results Tips: 
 
If you enter specific information such as a Client ID or SSN, the system will return a single 

record. If you don’t get the record you are looking for, check to ensure entry of the ID or 

other search criteria was accurate. 

 

It is important when doing a name search to work towards the point where you have a list of 

client names in a “Search Results” window. The user would then use the research tabs (as 

shown on page 8) to determine whether there is a client match in the Trails database. 

 

What happens if you find a duplicate client while searching? 

 
1. Which client do you select? 

 
Answer: Please choose the client with the Client ID that is the smaller number. i.e., 

290875 and 1509967 (you would choose 290875 unless the larger number has a 

SIDMOD/Medicaid # attached to it) 

 

2. Create a duplicated client merge ticket even if you did not create the duplicate 

3. Are you sure it is not an adopted client id vs the birth client id? 

4. If in doubt, check with the Trails Representative / Superuser / CTUG Laision before 

making any changes 

 
 

Updating an existing Client Tips: 

 
● If you need to update a client record such as a name change, DOB or SSN update, you 

will need a official documentation to make this change 

○ If the client also has a State ID, this requires a Data Change that is processed 

through SIDMOD when the update is made on the client. 

● Many clients are created in Trails using nicknames, if you know the legal name (i.e. 

Jim vs James) use their proper name if known. 

● Alias - In Trails Modernization, if you try to update a client’s name, it will 

automatically create an alias at the time the client is updated. 

● A client is also a person listed in the Resource area of Trails Mod as a Household 

member. If a client is listed in the resource area only, this client should be pulled into 

the referral, case or other area of Trails as necessary. 

● You should never attempt to make any changes to a client who has a SIDMOD/State 

ID/Medicaid ID attached to them. 
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What happens when you find duplicates IDs? 
 
1. Duplicates in an Open Case/FAR - If there is a duplicate in an open case and it is also 

duplicated in a closed case, contact the person responsible in your county for Client Merges. 

 

2. Use (when pulling in a client into a referrals/case? ) the Client ID with the most history 

taking into account these other considerations: 

 

● The oldest (which is the smallest #) Client ID number. 

 
3. If you create or find a duplicate Client ID, let your County Merge worker and/or supervisor 

aware of this duplicate. Then submit a Client ID Merge Request Form to the CDHS Helpdesk on 

the same day or as soon as possible. 

 

4. Duplicate Clients created at Hotline or Referral: If a duplicated client is created or 

identified at the time of the hotline or referral. Contact the merge person in your county 

immediately to either merge that client and/or make sure the correct client is being used in 

the documentation. 

 

5. If a duplicate client is in a referral, FAR, Case, get with your supervisor and/or Merge 

person to both remove the duplicated client from that record and ensure the accurate client 

is active in the record. 
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Completing a Query Search in Trails Legacy (For Verification of Medicaid Entitlement) 
 

The Queries window in Trails allows for searches in other CDHS databases (CBMS, ACSES, 

SIDMOD) to get additional client information. This additional information is helpful to 

understand what the client looks like in other systems and provide you with specifics to help 

you determine client demographics. 

 

1. The Radio Button you click at the top of the window determines which set of search 

criteria is enabled. Click the Inquiry by Household Number Radio Button if you want to find 

Client information with a Household ID Number. The number is the only the 6 digits of the 

HH#, prefix and suffixes are not needed. 

 

2. Click Inquiry on SIDMOD by Name Radio Button to search the State’s SIDMOD system for the 

Client's State ID Number. If the system cannot find a State ID for the Client you entered, a 

message appears in a Dialog Box. 

 

3. Select Inquiry on CW Med and COIN Medical Eligibility Radio Button, to search for Medical 

Eligibility Information in CW Med and COIN using the Client's State ID number. (COIN is now 

the CBMS system) 
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Special circumstances to consider: 
 
Adoption - Check with your County Liaison 

 
 
 

Definitions 
 
Client ID: A unique Trails identifier consisting of all numbers assigned to each individual in 

Trails. 

 

● Each individual is assigned one unique number referred to as a Client ID. 

● A Client ID consists of a series of numbers only. 

● Example: 123456 

● Client IDs are unique to the individual. This Client ID is essential to ensure that a 

service and or benefit is provided to the correct person. 

 

Please note: Each CDHS state system (CBMS, ACSES, CHATS) will have a specific client 

id assigned to that client unique to that system. However the SIDMOD/State 

Id/Medicaid # are unique to the client and id the same in all systems. 

 

• Refer to release Key Changes to Providers for more information regarding IDs 
 
 

 

State ID: A unique identifier consisting of one letter and several numbers assigned to each 

individual. 

 

● State IDs are unique to each member and are used to provide and bill for services. 

● Providers need the individual's unique state ID in order to bill for services provided to 

the Medicaid eligible individual. 

● A State ID is also an individuals’s Medicaid ID. 

● Individuals in CBMS are assigned a State ID. The State ID consists of a series of numbers 

beginning with a letter. 

● Members should only have one State ID. The only exception is adopted children. 

● Example: C111111 

 
 

SIDMOD: State Identification Module 

View SIDMOD guide for reference. 

https://www.coloradocwts.com/trails_mod/pdf/resource/Modernized%20Trails%20-%20Resource%20Change%20Summary%20-%20Provider%20Type%20%282019Nov26_1450%29.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-V5jbh9K59pnPWFpV-aZaXPJcBtXfa61/view?usp=sharing
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Override: An override is when a conflict or a possible match is determined by the scoring 

process used in SIDMOD. 

 

● An override will need to be submitted if the clients displayed from the scoring process 

are not your client. 

● A SIDMOD Override is either system generated or manually entered into the system. 

When the override is submitted, the Help Desk will review the submitted overrides 

from the pending file and approve it if it is deemed that the override is a different 

person. 

 

DYS- Division of Youth Services formerly known as DYC 

DCW - Division of Child Welfare 

Medicaid Number: Synonymous with SIDMOD/State ID. 

 
Data Change: A data change is when a conflict or a possible match is determined by the 

scoring process used in SIDMOD. A data change can occur when the clients displayed from the 

scoring process are your client with different demographic information. 


